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We hereby report for the first time studies of healing and reactivation mechanisms of a transferred 4H-SiC thin film over a wide range of

temperatures. Raman, RBS and XRD-RSM measurement allowed the assessment of the crystal recovery after ion implantation. Those showed

that the thin mSiC layer is still strained after a 950°C anneal, but is fully reorganized after 1300°C. Then, the Raman LOPC mode was studied in

order to follow the active concentration of the transferred layer. Interestingly, the nitrogen reactivates in the same range of temperatures that that of

implanted impurities [4]. SiC thin film transfer process optimizations can now be carried on using this protocol, for instance with the investigation of

ion implantation alternatives – such as the dose or the species of the implanted ions.
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Introduction

Partners: 

Despite a growing number of manufacturers, a global SiC wafer shortage is feared among
the community as the production ramp up from 6” to 8” wafer size is still to be effective. The
Smart Cut™ technology offers a state-of-the art opportunity for yield and cost improvement,
by combining the high quality of a 4H-SiC transferred layer (reusability of the donor wafer up
to 10 times) with the ultra low resistivity of a polycrystalline SiC handle substrate [1].

In this paper, we present for the first time studies over a broad range of temperature (from
RT to 1900°C) allowing to analyze the entire progress of crystal recovery: from the evolution
of the quality of the implanted and then transferred material, to its electrical reactivation.

Implanted And Transferred SiC Crystal Quality
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Dopant Reactivation

Conclusion

Evaluation of crystal quality and dopant activation of 

Smart Cut™-transferred 4H-SiC thin film

Contact Person

Methods:

H+-implantation and annealing of bulk 4H-SiC, then layer transfer 

on monocrystalline 4H-SiC (mSiC) wafer. Characterization with 

Raman scattering, XRD-RSM, channeled RBS.

Main results:

 The transferred layer is still strained after 950°C, although that 

90% of the initial damage is healed after a 800°C anneal.

 Full recovery of the crystalline quality after 1300°C.

 No further evolution with 1500°C or 1700°C anneal (not shown).

Methods:

Coupling between the LO phonon and the plasmon in polar semiconductors [2].

Two series of samples were analyzed with Raman spectroscopy:

• T < 850°C: implanted bulk SiC

• T > 850°C: transferred SiC substrates

Raman LOPC peak fitting [3] allows one to assess the electrical activation of the

implanted or transferred material.

Main results:

 RT-1300°C : insulating material (LOPC 

peak position below undoped 4H-SiC’s 

uncoupled LO mode at 964 cm-1 [3]).

 1400°C-1700°C : steep activation of 

nitrogen impurities.

 1700°C and over : The doping level of 

the donor substrate is recovered (see 

SSRM micrographs).

Characterization of the Raman-active Si-Si, Si-C and C-C phonons from the disordered material

Implanted bulk SiC: Raman scattering and RBS/c

Transferred SiC: XRD-RSM
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